
Internal Harmony Center 

Welcome to Internal Harmony Center. Please read and sign this form before completing the rest of the forms. 
We do our very best to ensure that we provide the highest quality hypnosis services available. We do this by 
constantly improving our techniques and keeping up with the latest developments in the field of hypnosis. This 
hypnotherapist that will be working with you is certified by the National Guild of Hypnotists. 

As one might expect, there is some variation in the length of sessions. We try to keep to a strict schedule, but 
sometimes we may run late. Please excuse us if we do. Sometimes continuing a session for another 10 or 15 minutes 
can save a great deal of time in the long run for the client. Or, stopping the session at a particular time may be 
inappropriate because the issue being dealt with is emotional, and the client needs some time to regain composure 
before returning to the waiting area. So, sometimes we will run a little late. Note that it is usually for a good reason. 

Lastly, hypnosis is a very powerful process that has helped thousands of Americans to make the kinds of 
changes that they want to make in their lives. However, hypnosis is not mind control. For example, no one, not 
even the very best hypnotist, could make you lose weight, or stop smoking if you really don’t want to. Nor could he 
or she accurately predict how many sessions it will take. Most people (but not everyone) begin to experience the 
benefits (from the very first session) and most people are done in four to six sessions. Ultimately, you are 
responsible for the changes that occur as a result of the hypnosis sessions. 

This is both “good” and “bad”. It is “good” because, after you have made the changes that you want using 
hypnosis, you deserve a great deal of the credit, and this knowledge helps you to make more changes in your 
life. But, on the other hand, it is bad because we cannot guarantee that the changes will come about. In fact, 
this is true in any situation where a professional is trying to help you. There is always a human factor. Doctors don’t 
guarantee that you will get well. Teachers can’t guarantee that you will learn, and lawyers can’t guarantee that you 
will “win” your case. What we can guarantee, here at Internal Harmony Center, is the very best service, using 
current information and appropriate hypnotic techniques for your situation. 

Clients must make any changes (eg. Rescheduling or canceling their appointment) at lease three working days 
before their appointment or they will be charged for the appointment.  

By signing this, I am stating that I have read this form and understant that, like the other healing arts, the practice 
of hypnosis and hypnotherapy, is not an exact science: Therefore, results are not guaranteed, nor are refunds given 
for services rendered. 

 

Signature__________________________________   Date_________________________ 

Name ____________________________________ 

 

 

 

 



Internal Harmony Center 
Confidential Client History Form 

This form is to be completed at the initial session:                                       Date:   ____________________ 

Please fill out this side of the form and read the Client Bill of Rights on the reverse side.   
Signing this form indicates that you have read that information.                           
Name _______________________________ Home phone ______________Cell phone_______________                      
Address                                                           City ____________________State          Zip_____________                                            
Date of birth                                             Age             Sex                               Marital Status ____________ 
Occupation________________________________________        No. of Children: __________________ 
How did you hear about us?  Yellow Pages____ Newspaper ____Other Advertisement _______________ 
Or, Referral        If so, who referred you?        ________________________________________________                                                                                        
If you were referred by a medical professional, do we have your permission to discuss your progress with him/her? 
____Yes  ____No 
Has anyone ever tried to hypnotize you? _____ Reason: ________________________________________                                                                    
Do you believe that you were hypnotized? _____Why?_________________________________________                                                                    
Generally, how did it go for you? __________________________________________________________                                                                                                      
Reason you are coming for hypnosis ________________________________________________________                                                                                                 
Any previous attempt to address this issue? Yes ___  No ___ Results ______________________________ 
We find it useful to sometimes use a holistic approach (mind-body-spirit) when appropriate.   
Would you consider yourself a spiritual person?   (Circle One)    Yes   -   No   -   Maybe                                                                                                                                                     

Medical History 
Are you currently undergoing medical or psychological treatment for the above issue?  
Yes___ No ____   If so, where?_____________________ Dr.’s name?  ____________________________                                  
Have you been under a doctor’s care in the past year?  Yes ____  No _____ If “yes”, please give reason                                                                
Dr.’s name?  _____________________________                                           
Have you ever been treated for emotional problems?  Yes ____    No ____  If “yes”, are you currently receiving 
treatment or counseling?  Yes ____  No ____ By whom? _______________________________                                                   
Have you ever been treated for? Heart ____Diabetes ____ Epilepsy ____ Pain ____   
Are you currently taking any medications?  Yes ____ No ____  If so, what_________________________                                                                          
Reason for medication?  _________________________________________________________________                                                                                                                         
Have you had any prolonged illness?  Yes ____ No _____ If “yes”, what illness_____________________                                        
Do you have any questions about hypnosis?  Yes ____       No ____       
Sessions at Internal Harmony Center are video recorded, and become part of your confidential record. 
Any appointment changes need to be made three business days in advance.  Appointments broken or canceled 
without the two business days’ notice will be charged for the session.  Thank you. 
  
 ___________________________________ ____________________________________ 
                  Client Signature                                                              *Parent/Guardian Signature 
                           * (Signature is required if client is under 18 years old) 
+If you wear HARD contact lenses, please remove them before your session, as they inhibit your ability to relax. 	  

	   	   	   	   	  

 



Internal Harmony Center 

Client Bill of Rights 

Shannon Wallace 
103 E Holly St #403 

Bellingham, WA  98225 
(360) 734-1099 

State Registration Code: 60568516 
 

By law I am required to disclose certain information to my clients. This is for your protection. 
 
I graduated from Cascade Hypnosis Center. I trained with one of the finest hypnotherapy programs in the nation, an 
advanced program called 5-PATH, taught by Erika Flint at the Cascade Hypnosis Center in Bellingham, 
Washington. I am a registered and certified hypnotherapist and a certified 5-PATH hypnotherapist. I am a board 
certified member of the National Guild of Hypnotists. 
 
In my practice I use hypnosis to help people discover the subconsious reasons for their symptoms, behaviors, or 
habits. When they are discovered, I use certain tools and techniques to help the client release them and relearn a new 
positive way of thinking, subconsciously. This is called hypnotherapy.  
 
My fee is $_____ per session, which typically lasts from 80 to 100 minutes. Evening and weekend sessions are 
available at the rate of $_____ per session. 
 
Payment is expected at the time of the session. 
 
The session is confidential, this is your right by law, unless: 

• You have given written consent stating otherwise. 
• You confess of a major crime or felony (no one can make you divulge secrets under hypnosis). 
• You are a minor, and there is physical evidence of abuse. 
• There is a subpoena for court relating to this session. 
• Or if there were charges brought against me for unprofessional conduct as described in the Washington 

State Uniform Disciplinary Code. 

If you ever have been treated unprofessionally by any hypnotherapist or any health care professional, you my report 
it to:   Dept. of Health   P.O. Box 477869   Olympia, WA  98504-7869 

 
I have read and understand my rights. 

 
____________________________________________       ____________________________________________ 
Client Signature   Date           Hypnotist Signature   Date 

 

If you are a minor, you must have a parent or guardian signature: 

 
Parent or guardian signature   Date 

 
 



Internal Harmony Center 
 

Making Appointments, Missed Sessions, and Rescheduling Policies 
 

 
Making Appointments Policy 
 
We require a credit card number or an advanced payment (check/cash) to hold and confirm an appointment. 
Credit cards will not be charged unless you do not show up, cancel, or reschedule your appointment without the 
required three working days (ie. Monday- Friday) notice. 
Checks will not be deposited until two days before appointment. 
 
Cancellations, Missed Appointments, and Rescheduling Appointment Policy 
 
Credit cards will not be charged if the client cancels or reschedules three office (working) days before the day of the 
appointment. For example, if the appointment is on Thursday, in order to not be charged for an appointment, our 
office must be notified of the change no later than Monday durning office hours. No exceptions. 
 
Clients making cancellations, missing appointments, or rescheduling on the same day as the appointment will be 
charged for the time scheduled for that day, because we will be unable to utilize that time to schedule in another 
client upon such short notice. No exceptions. 
 
This is being done to ensure that our appointment times are being best utilized. Many clients are needing to wait 1-2 
weeks to come in. If we are given enough advance notice, then we are able to schedule our clients efficiently.  
 
This will also ensure better use or our hypnotherapists time. Hypnotherapists better serve our clients when 
appointment times are being kept. 

 
We thank you for your understanding and we look forward to serving you. 

 
I have read and understand the appintment policy: 

 
 
________________________________________ 
Client Signature   Date 
 
 
________________________________________ 
Client Name 
  



Internal Harmony Center 
 
Thank you for choosing Internal Harmony Center.  Please fill out this form. The information will be 
helpful during your session. 
 
Please list seven of the benefits you expect to gain from making the change you would like to make. 
 

Benefits of making the change you want 
 
 
1. _________________________________________________________________________ 
 
2. _________________________________________________________________________ 
 
3. _________________________________________________________________________ 
 
4. _________________________________________________________________________ 
 
5._________________________________________________________________________ 
 
6._________________________________________________________________________ 
 
7._________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Check as many of the following as it applies to you, and fill in the blank space if appropriate. 
 
____I often feel that I should be punished for something I once did. 
 
____I know of a past experience or relationship that could be causing this problem. 

 
____I am aware of an internal conflict that may be causing part (or all) of my problem. 
 
____If I get better, I stand to lose _______________________________________________. 
 
____If I wasn’t so much like ____________________________, I’d be much happier. 
 
If you have any questions about this form or hypnosis, please write them down here. 
 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Name________________________________________Date:__________________________ 



Internal Harmony Center 
Body Weight History Form 

 
Thank you for taking the time to fill out this short form. It will help us to determine how to serve 
you. On the graph below draw a line indicating your weight over your life.  
 
Client Name _________________________________ Date ____________________________  
 

Example of Maintaining Weight 
Weight  
450+  
400  |--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
350  |--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
300  |--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
250  |--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
200  |--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
150  |--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
100  |--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
50 |___________________________________________________________________  

10   20   30   40       50     60  70+  
Age 

 
Weight     Example of Slow Weight Gain 
450+  
400  |--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
350  |--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
300  |--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
250  |--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
200  |--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
150  |--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
100  |--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
50  |___________________________________________________________________  

10   20   30   40         50   60  70+  
Age 

_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Weight     Chart Your Weight Here  
450+  
400  |--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
350  |--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
300  |--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
250  |--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
200  |--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
150  |--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
100  |--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
50  |___________________________________________________________________  

10   20   30   40              50   60  70+  
Age 

  



Internal Harmony Center 
Weight Loss Program Questionnaire 

 
Thank you for choosing Internal Harmony Center.  We are specialists at helping you make the kinds of 
changes you need to make in your life, so you can become slimmer, healthier and happier with yourself.  
Our hypnosis program is very effective, because it is tailored to your needs.  Please take a few minutes to 
fill out this form, so we can serve you better.  The hypnotherapist will use it during your meeting in order 
to custom design an appropriate and effective hypnosis program to meet your goals. 
 
Name __________________________________________ Date _________________________ 
 
Approximately, what is your weight now? ____________ What is your goal weight?__________ 
 
In your opinion, why are you not achieving and maintaining your desired weight or size at this  
 
time?_________________________________________________________________________ 
 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Please place a mark next to the statements below that are true for you.  Then, go back through the list, and 
circle the four or five changes that you would like to make to help you the most toward your weight loss 
goal. 
 
____ I would like to exercise more. 
 
____ I would like to drink more water. 
 
____ I would like to feel more motivated to consistently do the things I need to do to become 
         slimmer. 
 
____ I would like to really believe that I can lose weight. 
 
____ I would like to be able to reduce the amount of food I eat at meal time. 
 
____ I would like to stop snacking between meals. 
 
____ I would like to be able not to snack so much at home, because that is one of the main  
         problems (i.e., eating while reading, watching TV, or working at the computer). 
 
____ I would like to be able not to snack at work, because that is one of the main problems. 
 
____ I would like to be able to resist salty or sweet snacks, or just eliminate them completely. 
 
                                           (Please turn the page over and continue) 
 



____ I would like to cut down on the amount of alcohol I drink.  Those drinks are so fattening. 
 
____ I think I am over weight because of my mother or father, etc. 
 
____ I normally eat breakfast, but this has not always been true.  I have heard “breakfast” is the 
         most important meal of the day.  But it seems (to me) if I eat breakfast, I am hungry all 
         day long. 
 
____ Sometimes, I eat when I am not really hungry.  What percent of food do you eat because 
         of true hunger? ________% 
 
____ I sometimes eat when I feel (boredom, depression, anxiety, stress, loneliness, or sad, etc.) 
 
____ I sometimes eat when I feel happy and want to celebrate, or to be social, or just because 
         the clock says that it is time to eat. 
 
____ I have another reason I eat in a way that is preventing me from becoming as slim and lean 
         as I would like to be. 
 

Why I Want to Be Slim and Healthy 
 
Now place a mark next to some of the reasons you want to lose weight.  You can add other reasons at the 
end of the list.  After all, the purpose of this form is to learn more about how we can help you. 
 
____ Better health. ____ More energy. 
 
____ Fit into those clothes I wish I could still wear. ____ Improve my career opportunities. 
 
____ Make the clothes I have fit better. ____ More self-confidence. 
 
____ Improve my relationship. ____ Feel better about myself. 
 
____ Shopping would be more fun. ____ Look and feel better in a swimsuit. 
 
____ I want to look good for a special occasion (i.e. wedding or vacation). _________________ 
 
____ Almost everything in my life would be better. 
 
____ If I lost this weight, I would feel more self-confident and be a better example to others. 
 
____ Another reason or reasons not on the list. _______________________________________ 
 
_____________________________  _____________________ 
Client Signature     Date 


